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Agenda

● Introduction

● The Magnolia Market

● Reaching Magnolians
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COVID EraMobility

● People are staying close to  
home

● Gov. Inslee’s announcement on  
7/23 rolling back opening
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Consumer BehaviorChanges

McKinsey Found 5 Themes:

● Shift to value and essentials
● Flight to digital and omnichannel
● Shock to loyalty
● Health and “caring” economy
● Homebody economy
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Loyalty of Magnolia residents

to Magnolia businesses

Magnolia Neighborhood

98199 Zip CodeArea
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The MagnoliaMarket
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PsychographicSegmentation

● Behavior vs. Traits
● Focus on ‘why’
● Provide more info for product &  

marketing strategy
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MagnoliaProfiles
Urban Chic - 30%

● Sophisticated professionals that live an exclusive lifestyle
● Half are married-couple families
● Well-educated consumers, avid readers, and travelers
● Median age of 43

Top Tier - 28%
● Earn more than 3X the US household income
● Select upscale salons, spas, and fitness centers
● Shop at high-end retailers for their personal effects
● Patrons of concerts, opera, art galleries, and charities
● Highly educated professionals, successful in careers

Metro Renters - 18%
● Highly mobile and educated
● Live alone or with a roommate renting apartments or condos
● Spend a lot on rent, clothes, and the latest technology
● Computers and cell phones are integral, used for news, entertainment, shopping, and social media
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UrbanChic
SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS
• Well educated, more than 65% of residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher.
• Residents are employed in white collar occupations—in managerial, technical, and legal positions.
• Nearly 40% of households receive income from investments.
• Environmentally aware, residents actively recycle and maintain a “green” lifestyle.
• These busy, tech-savvy residents use technology extensively for an array of activities including shopping

MARKET PROFILE
• Shop at Trader Joe’s, Costco, or Whole Foods.
• Eat organic foods, drink imported wine, and truly appreciate a good cup of coffee.
• Travel extensively (domestically and internationally).
• Prefer to drive luxury imports and shop at upscale establishments.
• Embrace city life by visiting museums, art galleries, and movie theaters for a night out.
• Avid book readers of both digital and audio formats.
• Financially shrewd residents that maintain a diverse portfolio
• In their downtime, enjoy activities such as skiing, yoga, hiking, and tennis.

30%
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TopTier
SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS
• Highly educated: more than one in three residents has a postgraduate degree.
• Annually, they earn more than three times the US median household income
• Hire financial advisers to manage their investments.
• Socially responsible consumers who aim for a balanced lifestyle
• They take an interest in the fine arts; read to expand their knowledge; and consider the Internet, radio,  

and newspapers as key media sources.
• They regularly cook their meals at home, attentive to good nutrition and fresh organic foods.

MARKET PROFILE
• They contribute to arts/cultural organizations, educational and social groups
• Top Tier residents farm out their household chores—every service from property and garden  

maintenance and professional housekeeping to contracting for home improvements
• Consumers spend money on themselves; they frequently visit day spas and salons, use dry cleaning  

services, and exercise at exclusive clubs.
• When at home, their schedules are packed with lunch dates, book club meetings, charity dinners,  

classical music concerts, opera shows, and visits to local art galleries.
• Top Tier consumers are shoppers. They shop at high-end retailers such as Nordstrom (readily paying  

full price), as well as Target, Kohl’s, Macy’s, and Bed Bath & Beyond, and online at Amazon.com.
• They make several domestic and foreign trips a year for leisure and pay for every luxury along the  

way—a room with a view, limousines, and rental cars are part of the package.
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MetroRenters
SOCIOECONOMIC TRAITS
• Well-educated consumers, many currently enrolled in college.
• Very interested in the fine arts and strive to be sophisticated; value education and creativity.
• Willing to take risks and work long hours to get to the top of their profession.
• Become well informed before purchasing the newest technology.
• Prefer environmentally safe products.
• Socializing and social status very important.

MARKET PROFILE
• Enjoy wine at bars and restaurants.
• Shop at Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods for groceries; partial to organic foods.
• Own a Mac computer and use it for reading/writing blogs, accessing dating websites, and  

watching TV programs and movies.
• Favorite websites: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and LinkedIn.
• Use a tablet for reading newspapers and magazines.
• Participate in leisure activities including yoga, Pilates, and downhill skiing.
• Shop for clothes at Banana Republic, The Gap, and Nordstrom.
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KeyTakeaways

Commonalities of the Magnolian profiles:

● Tech capable or savvy
● Emphasize experiences
● Enterprising & ambitious
● Social Responsibility & Sustainability

Commonalities
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Scorecard to Evaluate Initiatives

Experiential
Digital  

Presence Explanation

A gardening class put on by the Garden Center  
provides a green experience for consumers and  
gets them to the village.

Gardening  
Class

Shop local campaigns can emphasize  
sustainability, convenience, and benefit to local  
economy, however they often fall short of  
providing an experience.

Shop Local  
Campaign

Digital marketing can fit many business profiles  
and offers the opportunity to promote specific  
and authentic offerings by those businesses.

Digital  
Marketing

Convenient,  
Affordable Effort

Cost to  
BusinessSustainable

For the businessFor the consumer

EXAMPLES
Loyalty  
Benefit
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ReachingMagnolians
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Digital Marketing fits Magnolia on a:

● Psychographic Basis¹
○ Urban Chic & Top Tier affluent segments discover  

new products and services online
○ Metro Renters are millennials; millennials are digitally  

native (more social media usage)

● Loyalty Driver Basis
○ Allows for personalized, measurable campaigns
○ Allows for engagement with community which drives  

attitudinal loyalty
○ Allows for more dynamic promotions that drive  

behavioral loyalty

¹ See the following appendix section

To Reach Magnolia, Lean Digital
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Google

70%
Of Americans do a Google search in a  
month, and the average searcher  
searches Google 3-4x / day
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Facebook

68%
of Americans use Facebook daily

Facebook Ads can appear across the platform:

● Facebook Newsfeed
● Instagram Newsfeed
● Facebook Marketplace
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Instagram

35% of Americans use Instagram  
daily
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Why this postworks

● Acknowledges responsibility to all  
stakeholders (suppliers, employees,  
customer)

● Engages with a community issue

● Authentic content (e.g. shares story of the  
business, informal writing convention)

205% more  
likes than  
second  
most liked  
post in  
2020
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Low-Cost Actions for YourBusiness

24

Guidance for businesses success
○ Assess your digital profile and fix any gaps
○ Connect with your customers on social
○ Write and participate in new online content
○ Try -> Learn -> Repeat
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Digital SelfAssessment?
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❏ Do you show up in searches for your product/service?
❏ Are you listed on review sites? i.e. Yelp, Zagat, BBB, Avvo, etc.
❏ Do you have a website with up-to-date info on your product/service?

❏ Do you explain COVID-19 safety precautions your business is taking?
❏ Is your business on map sites like Google, Bing, & Apple?
❏ Do you have a Facebook business page?
❏ Are you interacting with your customers on social media?
❏ Are you listed with delivery services?
❏ Do you know who your ideal customer is, and how to reach them?
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Diagnostic ToolKit

26

Google Digital Toolkit
● Getting started with business profiles
● Google Analytics

Facebook Business Page
● Free lessons on Facebook Blueprint
● Facebook Groups

Hootsuite - Social media engagement  
platform

Answer The Public - Find questions people  
ask about your type of business

Moz Local - Online presence checker
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https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwi4vO3Ts-zqAhWChsAKHbv3DTwYABAAGgJpbQ&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESQOD21Db63exKxPrKe81O4vVpQJWehN8bUdhag0F_GpxSKO67ldkkxhFCi6xftGxGPLktrHMy35eLP9Lt_bQRM9M&sig=AOD64_2AKJnrOcDoJvGeYjjx-mmgoTBEiQ&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwiRkePTs-zqAhWiMX0KHV5fCgAQ0Qx6BAhoEAE
https://www.facebook.com/business/pages/set-up
https://www.facebookblueprint.com/student/catalog?show_login=true
https://hootsuite.com/plans/free-offerings
https://answerthepublic.com/
https://moz.com/checkout/local/check


Recap
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● Consider local shoppers
● Online presence
● Online outreach
● Iterate
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2 Business  
Volunteers
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Evaluate:

● Online profile
● Current marketing outreach
● Product offering for the market

Tailored recommendations for two  
businesses

● Share result on 8/26
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Next Workshop - 8/26
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Thank you!
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Q&A
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Appendix
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Google Ads LocationScoping

Location settings in Smart campaigns
Your ads show to people physically in the locations you select, and to people who express interest in these
locations.
Choose your location settings carefully. Only choose locations where your business does business. If your
settings are too broad, you may end up paying for interactions with people who aren’t potential customers.
How it works
Where your ads show
Google Ads uses the following methods to determine the locations where your ads show:

To people in your locations: Your ads can show to people who are regularly or likely to be in the locations you set
up.
To people searching for businesses in these locations: Some people who see your ads aren't in the locations you
select, but they might have included words related to your locations in their searches, such as postal codes or the
names of nearby cities. People who show interest in both your chosen locations and in businesses like yours can
see your ads.
If you do not want your ads to show to people who are physically outside of your location, but include words  
relating to your location in their search, you can contact the Support team.
Examples
A dental office in Los Angeles is setting up a campaign. Since the dentist’s patients are all in the Los Angeles  
area, the campaign’s location settings are set to show ads within 25 miles of the office address. Ads show to  
people in this area who are looking for a dentist, and to people who search for “Dentist in Los Angeles,” no matter  
where they’re located.

An online-only sporting equipment retailer is setting up a campaign. Although they are in Minneapolis, they ship  
goods to customers all over the country. For their location settings, they select all the states they ship to. Their  
ads show to people in these states searching for sporting equipment.

A vacation-house rental company in Cape Cod is setting up a campaign. Although they have vacationers from all  
over the world, they select Cape Cod and nearby towns for their location settings. Their ads will show to anyone  
who searches for “Cape Cod vacation rental,” no matter where they’re located.
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Appealing toMagnolians
Provide local  
experiences to  
customers
Consumers enjoy activities  
such as tennis, hiking, yoga, and  
indulge in upscale salons, spas,  
fitness centers. They also travel  
extensively.

● Experiential classes
● Activities like pilates and  

yoga
● Local events like  

farmer’s market or craft  
fairs

● Local art events
● Concerts, live music

Increase online  
presence

Residents use computers and
mobile for shopping, banking,
and staying current.

● Have business profiles  
on Google, Facebook,  
Yelp, Bing, etc.

● Website
● Social media  

engagement
● Advertise efforts online

Advertise  
Convenience & Cost  
Savings
Residents are financially shrewd  
and like to be well informed  
before making a purchase.

● Shop local campaign
● Coordinated shopping  

programs like chamber  
bucks

● Coupon books
● Community rewards club

Promote Social  
Responsibility &  
Sustainability
Environmentally aware, socially  
responsible residents actively  
recycle and maintain a “green”  
lifestyle.

● Giving back to the  
community

● Taking care of  
employees

● Accept reusable  
containers

● Zero waste

34Intro Achieve  
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MagnoliaProfiles
Urban Chic - 30%

● Sophisticated professionals that live an exclusive lifestyle
● Half are married-couple families
● Well-educated consumers, avid readers, and travelers
● Median age of 43

Top Tier - 28%
● Earn more than 3X the US household income
● Select upscale salons, spas, and fitness centers
● Shop at high-end retailers for their personal effects
● Patrons of concerts, opera, art galleries, and charities
● Highly educated professionals, successful in careers

Metro Renters - 18%
● Highly mobile and educated
● Live alone or with a roommate renting apartments or condos
● Spend a lot on rent, clothes, and the latest technology
● Computers and cell phones are integral, used for news,  

entertainment, shopping, and social media

Intro Achieve  
Loyalty Survey Drive  

Loyalty
Source: ESRI Tapestry 35



Household BudgetIndices

UrbanChicTopTier

Source: ESRI Tapestry 36
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Seattle Neighborhood Comparison

Green & Orange neighborhoods have similar top  
demographic segments
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Similar Neighborhoods byProfile

Magnolia (98199)

Kirkland (98033)

Sammamish (98074)
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DigitalCheck-Up
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Website
Facebook Business Page
● Remind businesses to leverage personal networks for  

organic growth
Google My Business, & Bing Places for Business 
Yelp, LinkedIn, etc. as appropriate
Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, etc.) as appropriate
● Inform businesses of free versions of social media  

management tools, like Hootsuite, that enable scheduled  
posts and basic analytics across different social media  
platforms

○ Share the Moz Local tool, which offers a free diagnosis for  
businesses to determine their digital listings based off their  
physical address

https://www.facebook.com/business/pages/set-up
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.bingplaces.com/
https://hootsuite.com/plans/free-offerings
https://moz.com/checkout/local/check


Digital Marketing: MCOC Guidance toBusinesses
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Help Businesses Establish the Basics
○ Create digital profile checklist for businesses that includes:

■ Website
■ Facebook Business Page

● Remind businesses to leverage personal networks for organic growth
■ Google My Business, & Bing Places for Business
■ Yelp, LinkedIn, etc. as appropriate
■ Social Media (Instagram, Twitter, etc.) as appropriate

● Inform businesses of free versions of social media management tools,
like Hootsuite, that enable scheduled posts and basic analytics across
different social media platforms

○ Share the Moz Local tool, which offers a free diagnosis for businesses to
determine their digital listings based off their physical address

https://www.facebook.com/business/pages/set-up
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.bingplaces.com/
https://hootsuite.com/plans/free-offerings
https://moz.com/checkout/local/check


Digital Marketing: MCOC Guidance toBusinesses

Offer businesses content strategy tools and best practices
○ Content Generation - “What should I post/blog/promote?”

■ Monitor and respond to posts & comments on social media
■ Type in business-relevant keywords into Google Trends to see what people  

are searching for, or consider setting up a Google Alert to be notified of new  
content pertaining to relevant topics

■ Leverage free versions of content ideation tools (Answer the Public is an  
industry leader with a limited free version)

○ Content Delivery - “How should I communicate it?”
■ Spin the content to be community-focused and authentic to the business’  

characteristics*
■ Tie content in to wider popular sentiment of Magnolia as a village (as a  

small town worth protecting)
* Rekom, Go & Calter (2013).Communicating a Company’s Positive Impact on Society. Journal of Business Research, 67, 1831-1838. 41

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
https://www.google.com/alerts
https://answerthepublic.com/


Digital Marketing: MCOC Guidance toBusinesses
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Offer free optimization tools and best practices
○ Start learning how to use free analytics tools

■ Facebook Audience Insights - this tool allows a business to learn about the  
demographics and preferences of their fans; business owners can take a course  
called Blueprint to learn about Insights

■ Google Analytics - this is Google code that a business adds to their website to  
track traffic (including geography, referral sites, and popular pages on the site)

○ Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
■ It’s important to note that given the technical expertise required for superior  

outcomes, SEO has become its own industry; however there are DIY options, like  
keyword adjustments and page title edits, for business owners who manage  
their own sites

■ Use free SEO reports, like Neil Patel’s SEO Analyzer, to get started on DIY SEO

https://www.facebookblueprint.com/student/activity/176080-audience-insights
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/provision/%23/provision
https://neilpatel.com/seo-analyzer/


Magnolia Population, Age,Gender
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Magnolia Population byAge
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Magnolia Households
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Primary ResearchFindings
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What are the key primary research findings?

● The primary research findings are that Magnolia consumers currently are not spending as much money at local  
Magnolia businesses nor as frequently as the Chamber of Commerce would hope. This concurs with our  
hypothesis that Magnolia shoppers are not displaying loyalty in either their scope of spending or frequency of  
spending at Magnolia businesses.

Options for achieving greater loyalty (repeat business) from local shoppers-

● Evaluation of loyalty options including analysis and insights tailored for the Magnolia Chamber of Commerce.
○ Options will consider the nature of businesses in Magnolia, as well as the consumer profile of resident  

Magnolians.

These agree with our hypotheses that there are substantial immediate and longer term actions Magnolia can take to  
increase the loyalty of its residents to local businesses.



Affluent Device Users &Attitudes
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OverallStrategy

Of paid options, consider primary strategy to  
be Google Ads, with a secondary option of  
Facebook Ads

While Google Ads can be considered to have  
active user intent, Facebook Ads are more  
passive.

Facebook Ads are shown to users not actively 
searching for a specific product or service, but  
rather, ads will appear within a users’  Newsfeed.
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Generational Divide for Social MediaUse
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Why this postworks

● Oriented around experience

● Personalized recounting of a customer’s  
journey

● Well-tagged (utilizing social media tools)

● Authentic communication style
147% more  
likes than  
second  
most liked  
post in  
2020
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